
3 STEP GUIDE TO
FUTURE-PROOFING
YOUR BUSINESS
Protect your bottom line and increase resiliency

with modern software Solutions from Solver.



Is Your Business
 Future-Proof?

Creating a future-proof

business strategy is

essential to protecting

your bottom line.

Empower your business

to take a proactive

approach to the coming

changes by leveraging

the valuable insights

from your data with

robust tools from

Solver.

As an expert consultancy with 100+ years of combined

experience helping businesses implement the

solutions that power their success, our team here at

Coast Technology has compiled a three step guide to

help your business excel despite unpredictable

conditions.



1. Start Flash Forecasting

In a rapidly changing

marketplace, forecasting

empowers your business to

be proactive and intentional

in your planning processes.

Incorporate monthly flash

forecasting to identify your

unique areas of upcoming

opportunity or vulnerability,

and prepare an adptative

success strategy

accordingly.

Although we can't predict the future, we can leverage
modern forecasting tools to gain insights today that
empower resilient business strategies for tomorrow.

Flash forecasts are mini, highly focused reports that

provide quick access to key financial or operational data.

Solver's modern tools make generating flash forecast

reports fast and easy, making it simple to add in to your

existing planning process. With Solver, you can forecast

using drivers like revenue, expenses, percentages, what-

ifs, and more, to understand how various small changes

impact can your business over time.



Flash forecasting empowers informed decision making

and proactive planning. Businesses that incorporate

monthly flash forecasting, in addition to their regular

more in-depth and comprehensive forecasting

processes, increase their profitability and become more

future-proof.

This is a Profit Forecast created in Solver. Reports like

this are quick and simple to create, and provide

valuable insights about projected profitability that can

guide financial decision making.



2. Conduct In-Depth
Customer Analysis

Conducting detailed customer

analysis will enable your

business to understand your

customer base and recognize

opportunities to improve or

expand the services you provide

them more fully. Understand why

your customers chose you, what

could motivate them to look

elsewhere, what their future

plans are, and determine what

assistance they need in both the

short and long term.

To succeed at meeting the evolving needs of your
customer base, you must first be able to identify what
these needs are, and understand how your business can
adapt to meet them effectively. 

While customer analysis is often thought to be a time-

consuming and complicated process, Solver makes gaining

a comprehensive look at each of your customers quick and

simple. Expedite your customer analysis process with

Solver's intuitive tools and gain a competitive edge today.



On one dashboard you can oversee customer information,

trends, revenue, project progress, make and view notes to

keep track of specific details about your customer, and

see if they are up to date on their payments. With easy

access to these insights, your business is enabled to

proactively protect your customer relationships.



3. Make Data-Driven
Decisions

Looking to increase

profitability or improve

productivity? Start by

looking for informative

insights within the business

data available to you.

Ensure that key insights

aren't going unrecognized

or underutilized. Solver's

executive dashboard brings

all of your key business

insights together in one

easy to use platform so you

can be confident you aren't

missing out on valuable

information. With Solver,

managing and monitoring

the health of your business

is quick and simple.

Eliminate the guesswork from your planning processes
and make informed decisions based on the key
financial insights from your business data. 



With the Executive Dashboard from Solver,
making data-driven decisions is easy.

By bringing metrics like revenue, expenses, billing

trends, project status, and more together into one

organized dashboard, you can understand your data

with ease. Solver empowers users with complete

insight that drives intelligent decisions and

competitive advantages and supports faster and

better decisions.



By forecasting effectively, gaining a better

understanding of your customers, and using your

data to guide decisions, your business can become

resilient and future-proof.

Empower your business to step into
the future with confidence with the
support of Solver's robust solutions.

With an eye
on the future,
start planning
and preparing
today. 



To learn more about Solver and get started on your

journey to a future-proof business, contact our

experienced consulting team today. With personalized

advice and custom tailored strategy, our team can

help your business increase profitability and resiliency.

Email: info@coastts.com

We're Here to Help.

Website: www.coastts.com

Get in touch with our team today:

http://www.coastts.com/
http://www.coastts.com/

